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Atmospheric blocking 



Bistability of the Kuroshio current 



Two theoretical approaches to bi-stability 

 Low dimensional dynamical systems (few degrees 

of freedom), for instance:  

        - Lorenz model. 

        - Ice-atmosphere interaction seen as a ‘simple’ 

dynamical model (D. Paillard, 1998, Nature) 

 

  Equilibrium statistical mechanics with phase 

transition (many degrees of freedom). 

Self-organisation of 2D turbulence at large scale 



‘condensation’ of the inverse energy 

cascade 
J. Sommeria, J. Fluid Mech. 1986 



Bistability of the global circulation 



Statistical mechanics of vorticity 
Onsager (1949), Miller(1990), Robert (1990), Robert and Sommeria (1991) 

2D Euler equations. 

- Conservation of the vorticity for fluid elements (Casimir 
constants) but extreme filamentation. 

- Statistical description by a local pdf:      ( ,r)   

      vorticity value, r position,  local normalisation  ∫ ( ,r) d =1 

 

- Maximisation of a mixing entropy:    S=-∫  ln  d2r  with the 
constraint of energy conservation 

- Energy is purely kinetic but can be expressed in terms of long 
range interactions:  

       Mean field approximation: 

            - =< >       (   smooth) 

            E=∫ <  >dxdy  , with  <  >= ∫ ( ,r)  d

 

 



Statistical equilibrium for a jet  

(confined to a channel) 
Juttner, Thess, Sommeria (Phys. Fluids 1995) 

 

Straight (periodic) 

channel 

No beta effect 

No meridional 

topography:  

free x-wise translation  



Saturn’s hexagon 
Jupiter’s Great Red 

Spot 



Bistability and reversals in the doubly 

periodic domain F. Bouchet et E. Simmonet, 2009 

aspect ratio 



Bistability in a laboratory jet 



Transition between blocked and 

propagating states 



Experimental set-up at LEGI 



No meridional topography 



Meridional topography-> bistability  

Same parameters 

         propagating           blocked  



        blocked           propagating  



Analysis of Azimuthal Fourier modes 



Hysteresis:  
azimuthal mode n=3  
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Third regime: random phase pinning 

Random pinning time : no memory of previous step (cf. 

conditional probability) 

Pinning time 
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Conclusions 

• Bistability confirmed for azimuthal jets 
interacting with a meridional topography 

• No switches observed in the new experiments: 
sensitivity to details in turbulence forcing ? 

• A new regime with random phase pinning 
observed. 

 



• perturbation of a statistical equilibrium by a 
weak meridional topography ? 

• Dynamics in the limit of weak forcing and 
dissipation ? 

• Numerical modelling: predictability, sensitivity 
to lateral boundary layers … 

Theoretical challenges 


